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Howie and Suzanne 

Goodman were valued 

members at Beth Judea until 

they decided to make aliyah 

in 2009. The Goodmans 

have agreed to provide us 

with a blog on their 

experiences as new olim in 

Israel. Though we continue 

to miss the Goodmans, we 

can all look forward to 

reading about their 

adventures in Israel through 

their blog.
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On Sunday, August 7, we were at Ichilov Hospital in Tel Aviv for a periodic visit. Howie is starting

peritoneal dialysis and this is our center for the treatment. The nephrology doctor appeared to be

distracted. She then explained that because of the rockets and missiles falling in the southwest

parts of Israel some kidney patients using PD or home treatment have had to move their

equipment into their safe rooms. We have not had to experience that situation. Rockets would not

be part of the dialysis treatment consideration in the USA.

This mini war has been named Operation Breaking Dawn. It happened from Friday night to

Sunday and is over. There is a cease fire, and many individuals are trying to assess the last few

days. This includes who won, who lost, and what occurs next.

For the most part, Israel was very successful. The Jerusalem Post called the military operation as

perfect as one could hope for. Within 54 hours of fighting, the IDF managed to eliminate Islamic

Jihad’s top military brass in Gaza and significantly degrade the terrorist organization military

capabilities. This was done without suffering the loss of a single Israeli soldier or civilian. Errant

Islamic Jihad fire killed more Palestinian civilians with more than 200 of the 1100 rockets fired

landing in Gaza. Hamas and other local actors stayed out of the fighting. Also, the effectiveness of

the Iron Dome improved with 96% of the rockets knocked down.

This however did not solve the Gaza problem.

Hamas continues to control Gaza. Prior to this

conflict 15,000 Gazans were employed in Israel.

Now the entrances are closed except for

humanitarian supplies.

What about the Israeli election in November?
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Residents in the south had 54 hours of constant barrage. Lapid, the acting prime minister

with less than two months in power, passed with high marks. This means Lapid can stand up

and deny Netanyahu as Israel’s only “Mr. Security.”

According to a Channel 12 poll Monday night, Netanyahu still leads with 42% for suitability.

Lapid is at 31% suitability. Sixty-eight percent of those polled felt Lapid did a great job. Gantz

also received an overall rating of 73%.

If the election were held today, August 9, 2022, Netanyahu would fall short of a 61 seat

majority. Likud would receive 33 to 34 seats. Lapid’s Yesh Atid would garner 22 to 24 seats.

Zionist Spirit party would not make the threshold. Blue and White would only win 11 or 12

votes. Religious Zionist Party would win 10 to 11 seats. Shas and United Torah Judaism

would each receive 7 to 8 seats. Labor would win 5 seats and Abbas Ra’am would have 4 to

5 seats. We will see results in next month's polling.

One of the major deterrents for making aliyah is the high cost of living in Israel. Due to the

shortage of property and the rapidly growing population the cost of real estate is very high.

Groceries are very expensive. The major food items of eggs, milk, and bread are cost

controlled by the government, but everything else, especially meat, is extremely costly. The

only food items that seem reasonably priced are produce. This may be one of the reasons for

the high number of vegetarians and vegans.

However, Israel’s situation in the current global economic crisis is much better than other

countries. Inflation here is about half its rate in the US and Europe.

The price of petroleum was up to an all-time high until it was just reduced from 9 shekels a

liter to 6.56 sheckels a liter by the state. This translates into about twelve dollars a gallon to

the bargain price of nine dollars a gallon. The good news is that we can now go on all public

transportation free. A new bill was just passed that people over 75 will not have to pay for

buses or trains. We need to go pick up our senior zhavh ram gav cards that will let us travel

free.

Rabbi Shmuel Rabinovitch is the rabbi of the Western Wall. He makes no secret of his

general disapproval of Conservative and Reform Jews and the movements to which they

adhere. The ambassador of the United States happens to be a Reform Jew and Rabinovitch

has entertained him for dinner at his house. It would be interesting to know if in the course of

dinner conversation they discussed the situation at the egalitarian section of the wall. There

continues to be verbal and physical violence at the wall stemming from various extremist

groups. Rabbi Rabinovitch states his disapproval of this behavior and feels it desecrates the

holiness of the site. Hopefully, he will be cooperating with making the necessary changes to

the egalitarian section and the enforcement of proper behavior.
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We have great admiration of Nitsana Darshan-Leitner, the attorney who heads Shurat HanDin

Israeli Law Center. They are fighting terrorists by bankrupting them. Recently three families of

American citizens whose loved ones were murdered by Hamas in Israel have been awarded a

judgment against the Iranian and Syrian governments by the US District Court for the District of

Columbia. The plaintiffs include the family of Taylor Force, a West Point graduate and business

student who was stabbed to death by a Hamas terrorist in Tel Aviv in March 2016. The US

Congress passed the Taylor Force Act in 2018, in an effort to stop American economic aid to

the Palestinian Authority until the Palestinian leadership ceases paying monthly stipends to

terrorists imprisoned in Israeli jails and their families. Congress was trying to send a message to

the Palestinians that their ongoing support for terrorism against Israel would not be tolerated by

American taxpayers.

However, in August the Palestinian Authority increased its monthly payments to the terrorists

responsible for the deadly attack at Hebrew University of Jerusalem in 2002. The 14.29% raise

in the salaries of the four terrorists and their families coincided with the 20th anniversary of the

bombing. Over the past 20 years, the PA paid these four prisoners and their families more than

2.5 million dollars. The Israeli Security Cabinet just voted to deduct NIS 600 million from the

taxes and tariffs Israel collects for the PA, as it is legally required to do as long as the PA pays

terrorists who attacked Israelis. This practice is called “pay for slay” or the “martyrs” fund by the

PA. Abbas, their leader, has stated that they will continue to pay this as long as they have any

money in their treasury. When President Biden visited in July he visited the Palestinian hospital

in Jerusalem and promised them 100 million dollars in help. Maybe they could use some of the

money that they give to terrorists to improve their hospitals.

A fun tiyul, or day trip, is a visit to the Druze village of Daliyot El Carmel which is about forty

minutes northeast of our home in Caesarea. We often take visitors there. On one of their trips,

Ann and Mitch Lerman went with us. It is a scenic drive through the Carmel Forest hills. Along

the road near entrances to nature preserves and hiking trails are homemade signs advertising

for stalls that promise Druze pita, fresh squeezed olive oil, honey, olives and other jarred goods.

We drove to the village of Daliyot and to our regular parking lot behind the shops. We were

approached by a Druze gentleman who suggested we go to his family’s authentic restaurant

where it was quiet and enjoy their special Druze delicacies. Feeling adventurous, we went to

the house with a lower level open to the lot. It was quiet with only three people at one of the four

tables. There were red paper tablecloths and a big bulletin board with lots of faded photos and

next to it was a picture of Mona Lisa. Next to our table was a cage with two chirping parakeets.

An older woman in the traditional Druze garb of long black dress and white headdress greeted

us. Another woman offered us their specialties of the day. She spoke Hebrew, but we

recognized most items and we agreed. She proceeded to serve us plates of pita, hummus, and

tabbouleh with icy homemade lemonade. It was delicious and got the meal off to a good start.

Then we were served an eggplant dish (?), rolled cabbage with rice (?), tasty fresh Israeli salad

and kubbeh, a meat filled pastry. This was followed by spears of beef steak shish kebab. The

shish kebabs were grilled on coals in back of their kitchen and were tender and nicely

seasoned. We were the only customers all the time we were there. The owner frequently

passed and asked if everything was kol b’seder (o.k.), and it was. When he brought the

heshbon (bill), it was hand written on the back of a wedding invitation. The bill was 260 shekels,
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or around 85 dollars, which was more than we had expected. He brought Suzanne a small paper

cup of Turkish coffee seasoned with cardamon, and we chatted with him. He said the invitation

was from a wedding in July and was one of many weddings in the village that everyone attends.

Everyone has many cousins. Howie stayed relaxing in the restaurant while Suzanne walked up to

the many shops on the street. The shops are a carnival of jewelry, furniture, knick-knacks, and

clothing and were very busy. Shop owners are friendly and not aggressive. Our purchases were

some za’atar, a middle eastern seasoning, some honey with honeycomb in it and a blue and white

painted Armenian serving dish. The dish is similar to one that we enjoyed using for a long time

until it broke. Then we spent more time talking with the restaurant owner who was born in Israel,

but his parents came from Syria. He and his wife are probably our age and have five grandchildren

who, of course, live in the village. One of his daughters works in the restaurant. As other Druze, he

is very loyal to Israel and said he loves living here. He agreed that it is expensive but said they

have no problem getting employment and they send money to relatives in Syria. His son served in

the IDF and now drives a bus in Haifa. He proudly showed us where his restaurant is in Google

and said they often do weddings. It was a very filling lunch, and it was interesting getting to know

our host.

The Israeli Health Ministry released a survey in July and Israeli adults of all ages did not get a very

good report card. About two-thirds of Israelis fail to exercise as recommended by experts, and

more than half admitted that they are overweight or obese. According to the survey, 56% of the

general population are overweight. This rate is higher among Arabs (61.3%) compared to Jews

(54.8%). One in five Israelis smokes, and the rate among Arabs was higher. The ministry regards

smoking cessation as very important and has expanded tobacco regulations to include electronic

cigarettes, banned advertisements, and restricted the marketing of tobacco and smoking products.

Since we first started visiting Israel 30 years ago when Israelis were small and trim, we have seen

body size and weight increase. However, there are fewer smokers. The village we live in,

Caesarea, tends to be a place where the population swims, walks, and exercises. We don’t notice

many with weight problems.

We wish everyone a Healthy and Happy New Year. After being trapped by the pandemic we are

getting anxious to travel. We hope you are making plans to visit Israel soon.

Suzanne and Howie

We hope you enjoy this installment from the 
Goodmans, who have graciously agreed to blog 
for our congregation their experiences as Olim in 
Israel. If there are specific topics that you are 
interested in hearing about of if you just want to 
stay in touch with Howie and Suzanne, you can 
reach them at: HOWIEG@aol.com

-The opinions expressed are those of the authors and

may not represent those Congregation Beth Judea- ed.
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